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The main aim of this paper is to prove that, for a connected graph G, the 
sequence (G”);” of powers of G is a normal Levy family, and to obtain a good 
constant in the exponent. Our proof is based on a best possible isoperimetric 
inequality in grid graphs, that is, products of paths. In order to prove this 
inequality, we introduce some generalised compression operators. 0 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are interested in isoperimetric inequalities on graphs: 
given a graph G, at least how many vertices of G are within distance 1 of 
a set of m vertices and, in general, at least how many vertices of G are 
within distance t of a set of m vertices? We are particularly interested in 
products of graphs. One of the aims of the paper is to prove Theorem 8, 
giving an exact solution to the isoperimetric problem for a grid graph, i.e., 
a product of paths. As a consequence of the inequality we obtain, we can 
deduce the main result of the paper, Theorem 16, which is an isoperimetric 
inequality in products of general graphs. 
Another of our aims is to introduce and apply some general compression 
operators. Once the nature of these operators is understood, Theorem 8 
follows with almost no work. In order to familiarise the reader with these 
compression operators, we use them to give a proof of Wang and Wang’s 
isoperimetric inequality in the infinite grid. As another application of 
general compressions, we give a clean and direct proof of the Kruskal- 
Katona theorem. 
Our notation is fairly standard. If x and y are vertices of a connected 
graph G, the distance d(x, y) is the length of a shortest path from x to y. 
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For A c G, let d(A, y) = inf { d(x, y) : x E A }, and for t = 0, 1, . . . . define the 
t-boundary of A as A CtJ = {y E G: d(A, y) < t}. In particular, 12((!, = 0 for 
all t. We usually write A(,, as 8A and call it the boundary of A. 
For graphs G and H, the product graph G x H is the graph whose vertex 
set is V(G) x V(H) and in which (g, h) is joined to (g’, h’) if either g = g’ 
and hh’ E E(H) or h = h’ and gg’ E E(G). Thus in the product n;= I Gj of 
graphs G,, . . . . G,, the vertices (x,, . . . . x,) and (yl, . . . . y,) are joined iff for 
some i we have x,y, E E( Gi) and xj = yj for all j # i. 
Although we are almost exclusively concerned with finite graphs, we use 
the graph terminology above for Z: = {x E Z” : xi 2 0 for all i}, where x is 
joined to y if for some i we have 1 xi - yi) = 1 and xj = yj for all j # i. Thus 
72: is the product of infinite paths E, . 
For our various compression operators, we shall need a fair amount of 
precise terminology. This may seem a little heavy-handed, but it is needed 
to avoid clumsy and imprecise descriptive passages. 
We write e,, . . . . e, for the standard basis of 27”. A set A c E”, is a down- 
set if whenever x E A and y E E”, with yi < xi for all i then y E A. Thus A is 
a down-set iff x E A and x - ei E Z: imply x - ei E A. For x E Z” define the 
positive support of x as x, = { 1 < i 6 n : xi > 0} and the negative support of 
xasx-=(ldidn:xi<O}. 
The complement of a set Zc X= (1, . . . . n> is denoted by 1. We write Z\ 
for {xE~?“+:. I Y. = 0 for all i E i}. For simplicity, brackets and commas are 
often omitted. Thus, for example, we write Zc for {x E 22: : xi = O}. Given 
a set AcZ:, for 1 d i < n and x E E: we define the i-section of A at x to 
be A,(x)= {AGE+: x+Lei~A). More generally, let G,, . . . . G, be graphs, 
and let A c I-I:= I Gj. For 1 < i < n and x E nj+ i Gj, the i-section of A at x 
is A,(x)={g~Gi: (~1, . . . . ~i~l,g,Xi+l, . . . . X,)EA}. 
For use in this paper, we introduce the non-standard notation [k] for 
(0, 1, . . . . k- l}. W e consider [k] as a graph by joining i to i - 1 for 
i = 1, . . . . k - 1 and sometimes refer to this graph as P,, the path of order k. 
Thus we can regard [k]” as an induced subgraph of Z: . A set A c [k]” 
is a down-set if XE A and YE [k]” with yi< xi for all i imply ye A. As for 
E”,, we write [k]’ for {XE [k]” :x,=0 for all i~j}. 
All subsets A c 27: we consider are finite: for brevity we omit this condi- 
tion in the sequel. 
1. THE IS~PERIMETRIC INEQUALITY IN THE GRID 
Before turning our attention to the finite grid [k]“, we start by consider- 
ing the infinite grid H”, . We shall prove the theorem of Wang and Wang 
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[ 151 giving the best possible isoperimetric inequality in 22:. We include 
this because our proof provides a good example of the use of general com- 
pressions, to be defined below. 
Let us define an order on ZT, the simplicial order, by setting x < y if 
either C xi <C yi, or C xi = C yi and for some j we have xj > yj and xi = yi 
for all i < j. For m = 0, 1, . . . . let a(“)(m) be the size of the boundary of the 
first m points of 27; in the simplicial order. We shall show that the initial 
segments of the simplicial order have the smallest boundaries, i.e. that 
IdAl >P)(IA I) for any AcZ”,. 
For any A c Z: and 1 d i < n, we define C,(A), the i-compression of A, 
by giving its i-sections: 
C,(A), f-y) = (0, 1, . . . . I Ai@)l - 11, XEZQ. 
In other words, Ci “compresses” each i-section of A downwards. Note that 
I Ci (A )J = I A I . We say that A is i-compressed if Ci (A) = A. Equivalently, A 
is i-compressed iff x E A and x - eiE Z: imply x - ei E A. Thus down-sets 
are precisely sets that are i-compressed for all i. 
We have the following easy lemma. 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) Let AcZ:, and let 1 didn. Then lK,(A)I < IdAl. 
(ii) Let A c if”, . Then there is a down-set A’ c Zt with I A’ I = I A I 
and laA’ldl8Al. 
Proof. (i) For convenience, write B for C,(A). To show that 
IaBj d I dA 1, it is sufficient to show that for each XE Zc we have 
I( (x)I G IfdAli (XII. 
Fix then an arbitrary x E 27:. We have 
(dA)i (X)=a(Ai(X)) ” IJ Ai 
d(y,xl=l 
and 
(aB)i(X)=a(Bj(x)) ” u Bi(Y), 
dfv. I) = 1 
where in each case the second union is taken over all ye 27: satisfying 
d(y, x) = 1. 
Now, the set a(B,(x)) and the sets Bi( y), d( y, x) = 1 are initial segments 
of z+, and hence nested. Moreover, 1 B,(y)1 = 1 Ai for all y, and if 
Bi(x) # @ then I a(B,(x))l = 1 Ai + 1 d 1 i?(A,(x))J. It follows that 
I( (x)1 < I( (x)1. Thus laBI< I aA 1. 
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(ii) It is easy to check that if a set A is i-compressed then so is C,(A) 
for anyj. So the set A’= C,(C,-,( . . . Ci(A ) . . . )) is i-compressed for every 
i, and is therefore a down-set. Certainly ) A’) = 1 A 1, and from part (i) we 
have I~A’IGI~AI. 1 
We can view Ci as a compression operator in the direction --ei. We wish 
to generalise this to a compression C, in the direction of an arbitrary 
vector ueZn with U-Z@. The lines {x-ru:rEZ+}nZ: for XEZ:, 
x + u $ Z!: form a partition of Z;, and C, ought to compress a set along 
these lines. Let us adopt a slightly idiosyncratic notation and write 27: for 
{x~H::x+u$Z:}. For XEZ~ write A,(x) for {reZ+:x-rueA}, the 
u-section of A at x. Then we define the v-compression C,(A) of A by 
G(A), (xl = (0, 1, . . . . I A,(x)l - I>, XEZT. 
A set A c Z; is u-compressed if C,(A) = A. Thus A is u-compressed iff 
XEA and x+u~E: imply x + v E A (we adopt this as our definition of 
u-compressed in the case u =O, so that every set is O-compressed). For 
example, if 0, = 0 then any down-set is automatically v-compressed. 
Note that, although a u-compression preserves the size of a set, it can 
certainly increase its boundary. However, we have the following key 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let A E Z’: be a down-set, and let u E Z” with u- # 0 and 
v, # 0. Suppose that: 
(i) for each iEu+, A is (u - e,)-compressed, 
(ii) for each in u _ there is a je v + such that A is (v + e, - ej)- 
compressed. 
Then C,(A) is a down-set, and I X,(A)1 < 1 aA I. 
Proof: To simplify the notation we write B for C,(A). In order to show 
that B = C,(A) is a down-set we must prove that if y E B and y - eiE Z: 
theny-eiEB. Writey=x-rv withxEEB, reZ+. Then IB,(x)lar+l, 
and so 1 A,(x)1 2 r + 1. 
If i $ v + u up then x - ei E 7Zl and, because A is a down-set, 
IA,(x-e,)l>IA,(x)l>r+l. So IB,(x-e,)l>r+l, whence y-eiEB, as 
required. 
If in u- and x-ei~ E”, then x- eiE Zl, and the same argument 
applies. On the other hand, if i E v- and x - ei 4 2’; then x - ei - u E Zt 
(remembering that y - ei E E”,). Since A is a down-set we have 
IA,(x-e,-v)l2 IA,(x)/ - 1 br, and so I B,(x-e,-u)lar. Thus y-e,= 
x-ei--v-(r-1)vE:B. 
If I’EV, then x-e,EZt. We cannot immediately conclude that 
I A,(x - ei)l 2 ) A,(x)1 because, setting t = max {s : x - sv E Z: }, we may 
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have x-ei-tv$Z”,. However, we do know that x-ssu EA implies 
x - ei - sv E A for 0 < s d t - 1, and, as A is (u - ei)-compressed, X-SD E A 
implies X-ei- (s- 1) UEA for 1 <s< t. Thus either lA,(x-e,)l 2 IA,(x)1 
or A,(x)= (0, 1, . . . . t}. In the former case we have ( B,(x - ei)l B r + 1, and 
in the latter case B,(x) =,4,(x) and B,(x- e,) = A,(x- e,). So, in either 
case, y - ei E B. Thus B is a down-set. 
To prove that I aB I < ) dA 1, fix an arbitrary x E Z: : we will show that 
((as), (x)1 < /(aA), (x)1. It is easy to see that, because A is a down-set, 
(aA), (x) = A,(x) u UT= 1 N,(A), where 
A,(X - ei) 
if x-eiEZt 
A,(x-e,-v)+ 1 if x-ei-vEZa 
Izl otherwise, 
with S + 1 denoting {s + 1: s E S} as usual. A similar relation holds with B 
in place of A. So, since C, preserves the sizes of v-sections, we would be 
done if all the N,(A) were initial segments of Z,. Of course, this is 
not necessarily the case. However, we are certainly done if we can 
show that x-ei-veZ: and A,(x - ei - v) # @ imply ) (&4), (x)1 2 
)A,(x-e,-u)l + 1. But, noting that X-e,-VE Z: implies iEv_, a 
moment’s thought shows that this follows from the fact that A is 
(v + ei - ej)-compressed for some j E v + . 1 
The point of introducing these more general compression operators is 
that we can now characterise the simplicial order in terms of compressions. 
LEMMA 3. Let V={UEZ”:V-, v, #Q/ andeither Cvi<O, or C vi=0 
and min v, < min v- }. Then a down-set A c E”+ is an initial segment of the 
simplicial order on E: iff it is v-compressed for all v E V. 
ProoJ: If x < y in the simplicial order on Z; then either C xi < C yi, or 
C xi = C yi and for some j we have xj > yi and xi = yi for all i <j. In the 
former case we have C (x-y), < 0, while in the latter we have 
C (x - y)i = 0 and min(x - y) + < min(x - y) _ . Thus either xi < yi for all i 
or X-YE V. It follows that if A is u-compressed for all VE V then A must 
be an initial segment of the simplicial order. 
Conversely, if x-y E V then either C (xi-yi) < 0 or C (xi--J =0 
and min{i:xi>yi)<min{i:xi<yi}. In each case we have x<y in the 
simplicial order. Thus if A is an initial segment then A is v-compressed for 
all v E V. 1 
We are now ready to prove the theorem of Wang and Wang [ 151 giving 
the best possible isoperimetric inequality in H”, . 
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THEOREM 4. Let A c Z: . Then 1 aA 1 2 1 @)(I A 1 )I. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case 
when A is a down-set. Define a sequence of sets A,, A,, . . . . as follows. Put 
A, = A. Having defined A,, . . . . A,, if A, is u-compressed for all u E V (where 
V is as in Lemma 3) then stop the sequence with A,. Otherwise, we claim 
that there is a u E V such that A, is not u-compressed and conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Lemma 2 hold with A replaced by A,. Indeed, any v with minimal 
C I ui 1 among the v E V for which A, is not v-compressed will do (note that 
if UE Vand ieu- then withj=maxu+ we have v+e,-e,E Vu (0)). Set 
A s + i = C,(A,), and continue inductively. 
The sequence A,, A,, . . . . has to end in some A,, because if a C,, u E V 
moves a point of a set then it moves it to a point which is earlier in the 
simplicial order. The down-set A, satisfies I A, I = I A 1, IdA, ) < ]aA I and is 
u-compressed for all u E V. It is therefore an initial segment of the simplicial 
order on Z:. m 
We now turn our attention to the main interest of this section, the best 
possible isoperimetric inequality in the finite grid [k]“. The simplicial order 
on [k]” is just the restriction of the simplicial order on Z: to [k]“. For 
m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . write a?)(m) for the size of the boundary of the first m points 
of [k]” in the simplicial order. We aim to show that I aA I 2 ap’( I A I ) for 
A c [k]“. This is actually fairly surprising: it shows that, in some sense, 
edge effects are unimportant. 
For any A c [k]” and 1 d i < n, we define C,(A), the i-compression of A, 
by 
C,(A); (xl= (0, 1, ...v I Ai(x)l - I}, x E [k]‘. 
Then I C,(A)1 = I A 1, and, as for h”, , we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. 
(i) Let Ac [k]“, and let 1 <i<n. Then lX,(A)I d IdAl. 
(ii) Let A c [k]“. Then there is a down-set A’ c [k]” with I A’ I = I A I 
and IaA’I d )8Al. 
Proof: Mimic the proof of Lemma 1. 1 
For a vector UE Z” with u- # 0, write [k]” for {XE [k]” : x+ u$ [k]“!. 
For A c [k]” and XE [k]“, let the v-section of A at x be A,(x) = 
{r E Z, : x - ru E A}. Then we define the v-compression C,(A) of A by 
giving its v-sections: 
C,(A), (x) = (0, 1, . . . . I A,(x)l - I>, x E [k]“. 
Thus 1 C,(A)1 = ) A 1. We say that A is u-compressed if C,(A) = A. In other 
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words, A is u-compressed iff XEA and x+ UE [k]” imply x+ UEA. 
As before, we use this to define u-compressed for u = 0, so that every set is 
O-compressed. 
The following is the analogue of Lemma 2 for [k]“. 
LEMMA 6. Let A c [k]” be a down-set, and let u E Z” wirh v _, u, # 0. 
Suppose that: 
(i) for each iE u,, A is (u - e,)-compressed, 
(ii) if iEu+ satisfies 10~1 <luil for all j#i then A is (20-e,)- 
compressed, 
(iii) for each i E v _, there is a j E u + such that A is (u + ei - ej)- 
compressed, 
(iv) ifiEu_ satisfies Iv,1 < lvil for alljfi then there is a jEu+ such 
that A is (2~ + ei - ej)-compressed. 
Then C,(A) is a down-set, and I X,(A)I d I8A I. 
Proof Write B for C,(A). To show that B is a down-set we must prove 
that if y E B and y - e, E [k]” then y - e, E B. Write y = x - ru with x E [k]‘, 
rE.Z+. 
In the cases i$v+uu_ and iEu_ we obtain y-e,EB exactly as in 
Lemma 2. However, the case iE u, is different: we do not know that 
x- e,c [k]“, only that either x- ejE [k]“, or x- ei+ u E [k]“. In the 
former case, y - ei E B follows as it did in Lemma 2. 
In the latter case, write t = max { s: x - su E [k]“}. If x - ei - tu E [k]” 
then the fact that A is (V - e,)-compressed gives I A,(x-e,+ u)l > 
I A,(x)/ + 1, so that y - ei E B. On the other hand, if x-e, - tu # [k]” then 
(x - tu)i = 0, whence tui = xi > k - 1 - ui. Since x-e, + u E [k]” we also 
have(t+l)luj16k-lforallj#i,sothatinfact IujI<Iujl forallj#i.So 
A is both (u -e,)-compressed and (2~ -e,)-compressed, from which it is 
easy to deduce that either A,(x) = (0, 1, . . . . t> or 1 A,(x- e,+ u)l 2 
I A,(x)1 + 1. Thus y-ee,E B, and so B is a down-set. 
TO prove that I LJB I < I8A ( we fix an arbitrary x E [k]” and show that 
I(dB), (x)1 d I(dA), (x)1. Let t = max {s: x - su E [k]“} : we may have 
x-ei-(t+l)uE[k]“, although this can only happen if ie u ~. So 
(aA), (x)= A,(x)u iJy= 1 N,(A), where 
(A,@--eJ\il+ 13 if x-ee,E [k]” 
NJ A) = 
(A.(x-ei-u)+ l)\{t+ l} if x-e,--vE [k]” 
(A,(x-e,+u)-l)\{-1) if x-e,+uE [k]’ 
otherwise. 
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A similar relation holds with B in place of A. So, since the o-sections of B 
are initial segments of Z,, we will be done if we can show that 
I(aA), (x)1 2 IN,(B)1 for x-~~E [k]’ or x-ej+uo [k]“, and that 
I(dA), (x)1 2 INi(B)( +l for X--hi-VE [k]“, N;(B)#@. 
If x-e,+vE [k]^” then, noting that A,(x - ei + v) # 0 implies 
OE B,(x - e, + v), we obtain immediately 1 N,(A)1 2 1 N,(B)/, so that 
I(aA), (~11 2 INi(B 
If x - ei E [k]” or x - e, - v E [k]” then the same argument as we used in 
Lemma 2 applies, unless X-ej- (t + 1) vrz A. In that case we know that 
iE v- . If x - eiE [k]” then the fact that A is (u + ei - ej)-compressed 
for some jG v + gives that either A,(x - ei) = { 0, 1, . . . . t + 1 } or 
/(aA), (x)1 > IA,(x-ei)l, from which it follows that [(aA), (x)1 2 (N,(B)I. 
If however x - ei - Y E [k]” then as above we obtain 1 vi I < I vi I for all j # i, 
so that there are j, j’ E v, such that A is (v + e,-ei)-compressed and 
(2v + ei - ei,)-compressed. It follows that either ,4,(x - ej - u) = (0, 1, . . . . t} 
or I(U), (x)1 > I&(x-ei-v)l + 1, and each of these implies (CM), (x)1 > 
I Ni(B)I + 1. I 
As for Z:, the reason for introducing v-compressions is the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 7. A down-set A c [k]” is an initial segment of the simplicial 
order on [k]” iff it is v-compressed for all v E V, where V is as in Lemma 3. 
Proof. Exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 3. i 
We can now prove a best possible isoperimetric inequality in [k]“. 
THEOREM 8. Let A c [k]“. Then I8A I>/ a:)( 1 A I). 
Proof: By Lemma 5, we may assume without loss of generality that A 
is a down-set. Define a sequence of sets A,,, A,, . . . . as follows. Set A, = A. 
Having delined A,, . . . . A,, if A, is v-compressed for all u E V then stop the 
sequence with A,. Otherwise, set W= {VE V: A, is not v-compressed}, so 
that WC { -k + 1, . . . . k - 1 }“. We claim that there is a v E W for which 
conditions (i) to (iv) of Lemma 6 hold, with A replaced by A,. Indeed, if 
there is a v E W with C vi < 0 then, among those with minimal C vi, one 
with minimal C 1 vi1 will do. 
If, on the other hand, all VE W satisfy C vi= 0, then among the v E W 
with v,,,~,, “+ maximal, choose a v with C 1 vi I minimal. If 1 u, I > 1, so that 
there is a J’Ev, with j#minu+, then u itself will do. If I v, 1 = 1, say 
v + = {j}, then v is a sum of vectors of the form ej - ei, i E v _ . Note that 
A, cannot be (ei - ei)-compressed for all i E v- , since whenever we 
have vectors u(l), . . . . u(‘) with v(+) n v(T) = 0 for all q and r, then a set which 
is @‘-compressed for ail r is also (C v”‘)-compressed. So we have some 
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ej - ei E W, and this clearly satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6, proving 
our claim. 
Having chosen v E W satisfying the conditions of Lemma 6, define 
A S+, = C,(A,). The sequence AO, A,, . . . . constructed in this way has to end 
in some A,, because if a C,, VE V, moves a point of a set then it moves it 
to a point which is earlier in the simplicial order. The down-set A, is 
u-compressed for all u E V and satisfies I A, 1 = ) A ( and 1 dA, I < I8A I. By 
Lemma 7, A, is an initial segment of the simplicial order on [k]“. 1 
The useful fact that the boundary of an initial segment of the simplicial 
order is itself an initial segment allows us to deduce from Theorem 8 the 
corresponding result about t-boundaries. 
COROLLARY 9. Let A c [k]“. For any t = 0, 1, . . . . the t-boundary of A is 
at least as large as the t-boundary of the first 1 Al elements of [k]” in the 
simplicial order. 1 
The distance between two (non-empty) subsets of a graph is d(A, B) = 
inf(d(x, y): XEA, y EB}. From the last result it is easy to answer the 
following question: how far apart can two sets of given sizes be in [k]“? 
COROLLARY 10. There are sets A, b c [k]” with 114 I= r, I B( = s, and 
d(A, B) 2 d iff the distance between the first r and the last s elements of the 
simplicial order on [k]” is at least d. 1 
It is worth noting that in the proof of Theorem 8 we did not make too 
much use of the fact that all the factors of [k]” have the same size. Indeed, 
the proof can be adapted to show the following: if A c [k,] x . . . x [k,], 
where k, d ... <k,, then the boundary of A is at least as large as that of 
the first 1 A I elements in the simplicial order on [kl] x . . . x [k,]. 
The case k = 2 of Theorem 8 is the isoperimetric inequality in the discrete 
cube, first proved by Harper [9] by different methods (see also Frank1 and 
Fi.iredi [7], Wang and Wang [16], and [3, Chap. 161). We remark that 
Theorem 8 may also be proved by methods similar to those employed by 
Wang and Wang [16]. 
We remark also that Theorem 8 immediately implies the Generalised 
Macaulay Theorem of Clements and Lindstrom [4]. Recall that the upper 
shadow of a set Ac{x~[k]“:Cx~=r} is the set a+A=(ye[k]“: 
y-e,E A for some i}. 
COROLLARY 11. Let A c {XE [k]” : C xi= r}, and let Z be the set of the 
first I A 1 elements in the simplicial order restricted to {x E [k]” : C xi = r}. 
Then la+Al >,liJ’Zl. 
ProoJ Put A’=Au {XE [k]“:Cxi<r}. Then IaA’l = la+A( + 
({xE[k]“:Cxi<r}l. Th e result now follows from Theorem 8. 1 
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2. PRODUCTS OF GRAPHS 
We now turn our attention to products of general graphs. Given graphs 
G, , . . . . G, of orders k r, . . . . k,, we define for 1~ i < n a compression operator 
xi mapping subsets of n;= 1 G, into subsets of Pk, x njzi Gj. (The path P,, 
is considered to be the ith factor of the latter product). For A c ny= 1 Gi 
we define xi(A) be giving its i-sections: 
XitA)i tx)= {O, l5 ...7 IAj(x)l - l}, XE n G,. 
j#i 
Since xi preserves the sizes of i-sections, we have 1 xi(A)1 = 1 A 1. Moreover, 
we have the following key lemma. 
LEMMA 12. Let G,, . . . . G, be connected graphs and let 1 < i 6 n. Then for 
every A c ny= I G, we have 1 &,(A)1 < I JA I. 
Proof: Write B for xi(A). To show that 1 aB[ < I aA 1, fix an arbitrary 
XE~~,~G~: we shall show that I(cYB)~(x)I < I(aA),(x)l. 
We have 
(aA); (xl = K4;bf) u iJ Ai( 
d(g, .I?)= I 
and a similar relation holds with B in place of A. Now, the set d(B,(x)) and 
the sets Bi( y), d(y, x) = 1 are initial segments of Z + and hence nested, and 
also IBi(y)l = IA,(y)1 for all y, so to deduce that I(c?B)~ (x)1 < I(cYA)~ (x)1 
we need only show that I a(B,(x))l < I ~(A,(x))(. 
Let Gi have order k,. Then if B,(X)# /zr then l~?(B,(x))l = 
min(l Aj(x)( + 1, k,), whereas the fact that the graph Gj is connected gives 
that if Ai # 0 then ) 8(Ai(x))l >min(I Ai + 1, ki). Thus I(c?B), (x)1 6 
I( (XII. I 
THEOREM 13. Let G,, . . . . G, be connected graphs of order k, and let 
AclJyCl Gi. Then l8Al >at)(lAI). 
Proof: Let A’=x,,(x~-~( ...x~(A)...)). Then IA’1 = JAI and IdA’I< 
I8A [. But A’ is a subset of P;, and so I~A’l38~‘(IA’I). Thus 
) aA I 2 ?Iy’( I A I ), as required. 1 
Write BP’(r) for {XE [k]” : C xi < r}, and put bp’(r) = I B?‘(r)/. 
COROLLARY 14. Let Cl,..., G, be connected graphs of order k, and let 
A c ny= 1 Gj with I A I 2 br’(r). Then I A(,, ( > bjf’(r + t) for all t. 
Proof Since a@)(s) = Bc)(s + 1) for all s and BP)(s) is an initial 
segment of the simplicial order on [k]“, we have 3p)(br)(s)) = bt)(s+ 1) 
for all s. 1 
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Theorem 13 and Corollary 14 are clearly the best possible isoperimetric 
inequalities for a general product of connected graphs of order k. However, 
it would be interesting to find essentially best possible bounds in the case 
when the diameters of the G, are known. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES 
In order to see the behaviour, for large n, of the bound given in the 
isoperimetric inequality of Corollary 14, it is important for us to estimate 
be’(v). This will be done by a probabilistic argument. 
THEOREM 15. For E > 0 we have 






Proof Let X,, . . . . X, be independent identically distributed random 
variables, each with uniform distribution on { ( -k + 1)/2, (-k + 3)/2, . . . . 
(k - 1)/2), and let X= CT=, Xi, so that 
bf’(Ln(k- l)(i--E)J) =k”P{X>m(k- l)}. 
Now, for r = 1, 2, . . . . we have 
E(X;) = 
;&-k+l+2j)’ for r even 
j=O 
for r odd. 
Thus E(Xf) = kT/12, and from this it is easy to check by induction on r 
that 
’ 
r = 1, 2, . . . . 
It follows that for any u>O we have 
E(e”X1) < e&k2- lV24, 
so that 
E(e”X) < enu2W2 - 1)/*4. 
But 
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and so 
P(J”en(k- l)} ~en,2(k2-1)/24--&n(k--). 
Setting u = 12s/(k + 1) we obtain 
P{X>en(k- l)} Gexp ( -6sc2), 
as required. 1 
Putting together the last result with Corollary 14, we obtain the 
following. 
THEOREM 16. Let G,, . . . . G, be connected graphs of order k, and let 
A c Hi”= 1 Gj with 1 A 1 > k”/2. Then for t = 0, 1, . . . we have 
IA(,)l 2k” 1 -exp -A P/n)). 
( ( 
Proof Since 1 A 1 3 k”/2, we have 
so that 
It follows that 
ICW-AC,,1 dbp’ (py-t), 
and so 
I[k]“-AC,,I <k”exp 
For a graph G of diameter D, and 0 <E < 1, let 
cl(G,s)=min(l-IA ~~D~I/IGI:A~G IAIIIGI~~}. 
A family of graphs (G,),“= 1 is called a Ltvy family if cz(G,, E) -+ 0 as n + co 
for every E. It is a concentrated LPvy family if there are C,, C2 > 0 such that 
cr(G,, E) < Cle-C2”““2 for all n and E, and it is a normal Levy family if there 
are C1, C2 > 0 such that a(G,, E) < C1e-@” for all n and E. (See [ 131 for 
a general background). 
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Alon and Milman [ 1 ] proved that if G is a connected graph then the 
sequence (G”) is a concentrated Levy family. They used an interesting 
discrete analogue of a method developed by Gromov and Milman [8] for 
obtaining isoperimetric inequalities on Riemannian manifolds. Write L’(G) 
for the space of maps from V(G) to [w, equipped with the standard inner 
product, and consider the linear map Q: L’(G) + L’(G) given by 
Q(x)=&x- 1 Y, x E V(G), 
.YEI-IX, 
where d, denotes the degree of x and T(x) denotes the set of neighbours 
of x. 
It is easy to see that (a,f) > 0 for allf, and that Q has zero as a simple 
eigenvalue, corresponding to the constant functions. Writing 1, for the 
second-smallest eigenvalue of Q, we see that (u,f) 31,(f,f) if f is 
orthogonal to the constants. By applying this for suitable functions f, Alon 
and Milman were able to show that 
where d = d(G) is the maximum degree of G and D = D(G) is the diameter 
of G. It is easy to check that ll(G”)=l,(G) and so, since d(G”) =&(G) 
and D(G”) = nD(G), it follows that (G”) is a concentrated L&y family. 
Alon and Milman also remarked that from a result of Schechtman [ 141, 
which generalises work of Maurey [ 121, one can deduce that (G”) is in fact 
a normal Levy family, with exponent C2 = &. This should be compared 
with Theorem 16, which implies that if G is a connected graph of diameter 
D and order k then (G”) is a normal Levy family with constant 
C2 = 6D2/(k2 - 1). 
It is not too surprising that, for a graph G of large diameter, Theorem 16 
gives a better bound than Schechtman’s result. Our estimate in Theorem 15 
is similar to the martingale inequality of Azuma [2], on which 
Schechtman’s result is based. The difference is that Schechtman gets a 
general inequality by applying Azuma’s inequality to an arbitrary set, 
whereas in our case, since we have already compressed the set, we know 
exactly what it looks like, and can therefore estimate its size more precisely. 
4. A SHORT PROOF OF THE KRUSKAL-KATONA THEOREM 
Recall that the lower shadow, or simply the shadow, of a set system 
d c T?P’ = { 1, . ..) ?z}(‘) is 8-d= {BE$+‘): B CA for some AE&B). One 
of the most basic results in combinatorics is the Kruskal-Katona theorem 
([ 111, [lo]), which states that if d c X”’ then the shadow of d is at least 
as large as the shadow of the first I&I elements of the colex order on X”‘. 
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Here as usual the colex order on Xcr) is given by A < B if max(A n B) E B. 
The nicest proofs ( [S], [7]) use left-compression, followed by induction on 
n and r and some elementary manipulations of binomial coefficients (see 
[3, Chap. 51 for a discussion of this and related topics). 
The Kruskal-Katona theorem follows easily from Theorem 8. However, 
a direct proof using compressions turns out to be much shorter than the 
proof of Theorem 8. So, in view of the importance of the result, we present 
here a self-contained proof of the Kruskal-Katona theorem, based solely 
on general compressions and avoiding all use of binomial coefftcients and 
induction. Most of the work goes into the preliminary remarks. 
For disjoint U, Vc X with 1 U 1 = 1 V 1, and A c X, put 
&,.(A)= A 
1 
AuU-V if VcA,AnU=@ 
otherwise, 
and for d c P(X) define the (U, V)-compression of d as 
c&d)= {?,.(A): AE&}u {AE&: C,.(A)E&}). 
We say that d is (U, V)-compressed if CU, ,,(L&‘) = d. Clearly 1 C,, y(~)I = 
1 d 1, and if ZZ~ c X”’ then C,, y(~) c X”‘. Of course, in general we do not 
We can characterise the initial segments of the colex order on 
terms of compressions. 
LEMMA 17. Let ~={(U,V)E~(X)‘:U~V=@, lUl=lVl 
max V > max U}. Then a set system d c X”) is an initial segmen 




ProoJ If A < B in the colex order on X”’ then max(B- A) > 
max(A-B), so that (A-B, B-A)ET, and Zia-a,B-A(B)=A. Conver- 
sely, if c, Y(B) = A for some (U, V) E f then either A = B or max(B - A) > 
max(A -B), in which case A < B. Thus A <B iff A = c, Y(B) for some 
(U, v)Er. I 
Although applying an operator C,, V to a set system can increase the size 
of its shadow, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 18. Let &c Xc’), and let U and V be disjoint subsets of X with 
IUI=IVI. Suppose that 
(*) for each UE U there is a UE V such that .s? is (U- {u 
compresed. 
1, v- 
Then 13-Cu,.(~)l G IF&l. 
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Proof. Write JZ!’ for C,.(a). Given a set A E a-d’- a-&, we 
have Au{x}E.#-JS? for some x. It follows that UcAu{x}, 
(Au {x>,n V=0, and Au{x}uV-U~ssf. If XEU then by (*) we 
have 2: u _ Ixj,v- {,,(A u {x} u V- U) = A u {u} EJZI for some v E V, con- 
tradicting A $ a-&. So x# U, and therefore (A u {x} u V- U)- {x} = 
AU v- &d-d. 
We claim that A u V - U$ 8-d’. Indeed, suppose that (A u V - U) u 
{y}~&“for somey. Thencertainly (AuV-U)U(~}EZZI. IfyEUthen 
for some o~Vwe have ~u-~y~,V~Iv~((AuV-U)u{y})=Au{u}~&’, 
whereas if y#U then both (AuV-U)u{y} and c,v((AuV-U)u 
{Y))=Au {Y) are in ,rQ’, whence A u { y } E d. In each case we contradict 
A$a-d. 
We have shown that if AEapd’--apd then UEA, An V=/zI, and 
AU v-uEapd-a-d’. It follows that Id-d’1 d la-&l. 1 
We are now ready to prove the Kruskal-Katona theorem. 
THEOREM 19. Let d c XC’), and let 4 be the set of the first Id 1 
elements in the colex order on X@‘. Then 18-d 1 2 I d-3 I. 
Proof: Define a sequence of set systems dO, &‘i, . . . . in A’(‘) as follows. 
Set &,, = d. Having defined &, A’, , . . . . dk, if &k is (U, V)-compressed for 
all (U, V) E r (where f is as in Lemma 17) then stop the sequence with J&. 
Otherwise, we claim that there is a (U, V) E r such that &‘, is not (U, V)- 
compressed and (* ) holds with A$ in place of d. Indeed, any (U, V) with 
minimal I UI among the (U, V) E r for which &k is not (U, I/)-compressed 
will do, since if (17, V) E r and u E U then with u = min V we have 
(U- {u}, V- {u})EJ: Set 2z$+r = C, Jdk)), and continue inductively. 
This sequence has to end in some &,, because, loosely speaking, if an 
operator C,,., (U, V) E r, moves a set then it moves it to a set which is 
earlier in the colex order on X(‘). The set system &[c X(” satisfies 
I&![ = I&l, la-&[1 < Id-dl, and is (U, V)-compressed for all (U, V)E~. 
It is therefore an initial segment of the colex order on X”‘. 1 
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